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First Winter Draft Conscripts Enter
OSCE Statement Fails Service in Armenia
News from Armenia

to Call-Out Azerbaijani
Aggression

The Co-Chairs of the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Minsk Group released a
statement on Jan. 10, which—once again—failed to label
Azerbaijan as the aggressor following the infiltration
attempt that took place at the Armenian border near
Tavush on Dec. 29.
“Violations of the ceasefire are unacceptable and are
contrary to the acknowledged commitments of the
Parties, who bear full responsibility, not to use force,”
said the statement, which failed to blame either side for
the ceasefire violations.
The Co-Chairs urged the leaders of Azerbaijan and
Armenia to abide by the agreements reached during the
summits in Vienna and St. Petersburg and to also return
any human remains left on opposing territory, referring
to the body of the Azerbaijani servicemen who was shot
at an Armenian border post.
Responding to the statement, Armenian Foreign Affairs
Minister Edward Nalbandian agreed that that ceasefire
violations are unacceptable and that a mechanism for
ceasefire violation investigations must be implemented.
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The first conscripts of the winter draft began their service- the launch of the winter draft was given with some
changes.
Defense Minister of Armenia Viken Sarksian and Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces Movses Hagopian
visited the Central Recruitment Office of Yerevan on January 8 to monitor the process of drafting and wish the
conscripts safe and peaceful service.
“Once again we admired the spirit, attitude and determination of the boys. We will do everything for them to feel the
innovations and changes which were carried out in the Armed Forces”, Sarksian stressed.
Speaking about innovations, the minister said the conscripts will from now on receive their gear and uniform in the
Central Recruitment Office.
Movses Hagopian mentioned the selection of the training base will be made until the selection of the main service
base. “This is done so that we are able to dispatch better trained conscripts to military posts”. Hagopian said
according to the new order, conscripts will carry out military service only after completing the 6 month training.
The first group of conscripts of this year were drafted to military service in Gyumri also. The military commissariat
of Gyumri organized the recruitment process from the “Mother Armenia” memorial, accompanied by music and
dances, in order to maintain the high spirits of the young men.
“For this draft, even two Armenians living in Russia considered their duty to return to the Fatherland and service
their country”, Colonel Gagik Khachatrian, military commissar of Gyumri told Armenpress, adding that the drafting
process proceeded normally, as expected.
Governor of Shirak Hovsep Simonian, deputy mayor of Gyumri Vagharshak Mkhitarian and Colonel Gagik Khachatrian
were present in the “Mother Armenia” memorial and wished safe and peaceful service to the conscripts.

News from the World

Co-chairs of OSCE Minsk Group Condemn Azerbaijani Agression
The Co-Chairs of the OSCE Minsk Group (Ambassadors
Igor Popov of the Russian Federation, Stephane Visconti
of France, and Richard Hoagland of the United States),
released a statement on Monday.
The full statement reads:
“Baku and Yerevan continue to accuse each other of
a December 29, 2016 attempted incursion on the
Armenian-Azerbaijani border resulting in casualties.
Armenian Armed Forces are still holding the body of an
Azerbaijan serviceman killed in the fighting.
Violations of the ceasefire are unacceptable and are
contrary to the acknowledged commitments of the

Parties, who bear full responsibility, not to use force. The
Co-Chairs urge the leaders of Armenia and Azerbaijan
to strictly observe the agreements reached during
summits in Vienna and St Petersburg in 2016, including
obligations to finalize in the shortest possible time an
OSCE investigative mechanism. The Co-Chairs also urge
the return, without delay, of human remains, in accord
with the agreements of the Astrakhan Summit of 2010,
bearing in mind the exclusively humanitarian nature of
this issue. We call upon the Parties to cease mutual
accusations and undertake all necessary measures to
stabilize the situation on the ground.

The Co-Chairs extend their condolences to the families of
the fallen soldiers and to all Armenians and Azerbaijanis
for whom hopes for the New Year have been darkened
with the grief of senseless loss.”

November 7 - November 13, 2016
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News from Armenia and Artsakh

Armenia Minimum
President Sahagian Convoked A Meeting Wage Will Not
Of The Security Council
Change In 2017

Page 01

On 3 November Artsakh Republic President Pago
Sahagian convoked a meeting of the Security Council,
Central Information Department of the Office of the
Artsakh Republic President stated.
Issues related to army building were on the agenda of
the meeting. Defense minister Levon Mnatsakanian
delivered a corresponding report.
The President gave a range of instructions for proper
realization of the discussed issues, underlining that
army building and consistent improvement of the
Defense Army’s fighting capacity would remain among
our key priorities.

Apartment to be Built in Artsakh for
Families of Perished Soldiers
On October 31, a groundbreaking ceremony took place
of a new apartment building to be built in Stepanakert for
the Defense Army’s officers and families of the perished
freedom fighters, reported Artsakh’s presidential press
service. Artsakh Republic President Bako Sahakyan
took part in the ceremony.
Sahakyan expressed gratitude to philanthropist Vitaly
Grigoryants for participating in the implementation of
this initiative noting the demand for and significance of
such programs.
Prime Minister Arayik Haroutyunyan and other officials
were also present at the event.
According to the press service, Sahakyan received
Grigoryants on Monday, discussing implementation of
new programs in Artsakh.
Sahakyan expressed gratitude to the philanthropist for

consistent support to Artsakh highlighting his patriotic
activity.

News from the World

The minimum wage in Armenia will not increase in the
coming year, and it will remain 55,000 drams (approx.
$115) per month.
The Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, Artem Asatryan,
stated the aforementioned at Wednesday’s National
Assembly hearings on the draft state budget for 2017.
This minimum monthly salary, however, is the net
income, whereas the gross minimum monthly wage—
without the funded pension and income tax cuts—shall
be 76,600 drams (approx. $161).

Karabakh MOD:
Azerbaijan Resorts
To Provocations In
Information Field

Belgian Senate President says denial of Armenian
Genocide must be criminalized in Belgium
Page 01
“And we even made steps to move even further ahead
and define criminal responsibility for the denial of the
Genocide. We began working in that direction quite
early. The denial of Armenian Genocide must be equal
to a crime. At that time we didn’t reach our goal, but
I think that by the adoption of resolutions by different
level Parliaments of Belgium condemning the Armenian
Genocide we will reach the realization of our goal”, she
said.
She added that it’s not about Parliaments dictating the
history, there is simply a need to convey history to the
new generations, in order to once and for all condemn
all acts of genocide.
“Our countries must move towards the future. I think our
peoples have similar values, and in my opinion we can
continue this path together”, she added.
Defraigne said Europe’s doors are always open for
Armenia.
“We understand that Armenia is located in a difficult
geopolitical position, however I have to say that Europe’s
doors are always open for negotiations, for work in any

field and united development. Belgium will spare no
effort in supporting Armenia in its decision”, she said

The Azerbaijani side not only continues to escalate
the situation on the frontline by violating the ceasefire
and resorting to diversionary intelligence-gathering
attempts, but also resorts to provocations in the
information field.
The aforesaid is noted in a press release, which the
Nagorno-Karabakh Republic Ministry of Defense (NKR/
Artsakh MOD) disseminated on Monday.
In particular, the release noted that the communiqué
which the Azerbaijani MOD disseminated on the same
day, and according to which the Armenian side allegedly
violated the ceasefire on Sunday night—and by using
mortars, grenade launchers, and large-caliber machine
guns, is not true, and this is yet another propaganda
trick by the adversary.
As per the NKR MOD statement, the Artsakh defense
army vanguard units strictly follow the maintenance of
the ceasefire, and they are never the aggressor.
“By disseminating such disinformation, the Azerbaijani
side paves the way for further provocations,” the
statement also reads.

January 16 - January 22, 2017
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Richard Hoagland is the Wrong American for the Karabagh/Artsakh Talks
by David Boyajian
Before leaving office, President Obama apparently
couldn’t resist one more terrible appointment.
He just tapped career diplomat Richard E. Hoagland to
be the interim American representative to the Karabagh
(Artsakh) talks conducted by the OCSE’s Minsk Group
(co-chairs: US/Russia/France).
Hoagland, who would replace the retiring, pro-Azeri
James Warlick, is a notorious Armenian genocide denier.
Senate Rejected Hoagland Ten Years Ago
Recall that in 2006-7 Pres. George W. Bush nominated
Hoagland to be the ambassador to Armenia. As expected,
Hoagland declined to label as genocide Turkey’s murder
of 1.5 million Christian Armenians from 1915-23. But he
went much further.

Hoagland cast doubt on the factuality of the Armenian
genocide and tried to damage Armenian legal rights.
Among the genocide-denying parasites that inhabit the
bowels of the US State Department, Hoagland is one of
the more repulsive.
Turkey, said Hoagland, lacked the “specific intent” —
required by the UN Genocide Convention of 1948 — to
destroy Armenians.
Yet nearly two dozen countries, the Int’l Assoc. of
Genocide Scholars, Raphael Lemkin (who coined the
word genocide and initiated the Genocide Convention),
a 1951 US State Department filing with the Int’l Court
of Justice, President Reagan’s Proclamation 4838 in
1981, and many more have recognized the Armenian
“genocide.”
In 2006, Pres. Bush had just kowtowed to Turkey by
yanking Amb. John Evans from the embassy in Yerevan
because he’d publicly acknowledged the Armenian

genocide. The White House also pressured the American
Foreign Service Association (AFSA) to withdraw the
“Constructive Dissent” award it was to give Evans for his
genocide acknowledgement. Evans was forced to resign
from the State Department in September of 2006.
The above factors led Senators Allen (R-VA), Biden (D-DE)
[now VP], Boxer (D-CA), Coleman (R-MN), Feingold (D-WI),
Kerry (D-MA) [now Sec. of State], Menendez (D-NJ), Reid
(D-NV), Sarbanes (D-MD) and several House members to
express deep skepticism about Hoagland.
Then-Senator Obama (D-IL), not surprisingly, favored
Hoagland.
In any case, the Senate refused to confirm Hoagland in
2006-7.
Hoagland’s Hypocrisy
As Deputy Ambassador to Pakistan, Hoagland held an
event that opens a window into hypocritical aspects of
his character and US policy.
In 2011, he hosted an “LGBT pride celebration” at the
American Embassy in Islamabad. Hoagland, whose
sexual orientation is no secret, is a founder of the Gays
and Lesbians in Foreign Affairs Agencies. Naturally, the
event greatly offended traditionalist Pakistani religious
and political groups.
One wonders, does Hoagland disrespect Turks as
he does Armenians and Pakistanis? We know this:
Hoagland heaped only praise on Turks when he spoke at
the annual Turkic American Convention last year.
While laboring on behalf of those whom, like himself, he
believes are treated unfairly, Hoagland tries to undermine
Armenian legal rights. Thus, he and the US hypocritically
cherry-pick the human rights issues they wish to advance.
Armenian and Diasporan Passivity
As far as we know, Armenia lodged no protest against
Hoagland in 2006-7. Nor have Armenia/Artsakh done
so now. Such passivity is a mistake.
The Armenian Assembly of America (AAA) questioned
Hoagland’s nomination in 2006-7, but the Armenian
National Committee of America (ANCA) vehemently
opposed it.
Last month, however, ANCA said that while it notes
Hoagland’s “denial of the Armenian Genocide,” it
nevertheless expects “a constructive relationship with
Ambassador Hoagland and looks forward to working with
him” on Artsakh. It’s hard to see how “working with” an
unrepentant genocide denier can be “constructive.”
AAA has yet to take a position on Hoagland’s Minsk
Group appointment. Silence, in this case, is definitely

not golden.
As an American, I can’t tell Armenia/Artsakh what do
to. No nation, however, should be forced to deal with a
diplomat who aggressively denies its genocide.
Indeed, countries often reject diplomats who are
insulting or abusive. Armenia/Artsakh could continue
to confer with the Minsk Group’s Russian and French
representatives but not Hoagland.
The United States and OSCE would understand and
— even if they say otherwise — agree that Hoagland’s
appointment was an insult and blunder. Armenia/
Artsakh would gain a new respect.
The people of Armenia/Artsakh have responded strongly
to Azeri military provocations. But their governments are
too often diplomatically passive.
For instance, when Azerbaijan flagrantly violates the
ceasefire, the OSCE habitually fails to blame the obvious
aggressor: Azerbaijan. Armenia/Artsakh protest, but
tepidly. And they continue to meet with Minsk Group and
Azeri representatives as if nothing had happened.
This demoralizes the Armenian people and encourages
Azerbaijani aggression and disrespect by the Minsk
Group.
But is it relevant which diplomats the US appoints? Don’t
they all have to follow US policy anyway? Actually, no.
Diplomats can diverge from US policy in positive and
negative ways both in and out of office.
Diplomats Matter
John Evans, the US Ambassador to Armenia (20046), made a difference with his open acknowledgment
of the Armenian Genocide. He exposed the US State
Department’s hypocrisy and its extortion of the AFSA.
Ever since, Evans has repeatedly spoken out and written
about the Armenian genocide. He’s an advisor to the
board of the US-based Children of Armenian Fund (COAF).
He sailed across the Atlantic with three crewmates to
raise funds for Armenia’s children. His wife Donna sits
on COAF’s board. Contrast the principled John Evans
with the pro-Turkish, pro-Azeri Matthew Bryza.
Bryza was Washington’s representative to the Mink
Group (2006-9) and served as American ambassador
to Azerbaijan (2010-11). He now sits on the board of
Turcas Petrol, an affiliate of SOCAR (State Oil Company
of the Azerbaijan Republic). Bryza lives in Istanbul with
his Turkish-born wife Zeyno Baran. She has worked for
“Azerbaijan Focus: Journal of International Affairs,” a
quasi-government publication, while Bryza’s writings
continue to reflect his pro-Azeri sentiments.
Hoagland himself, being pro-Turkic and a Minsk Group
mediator, is in a position to draft some very dangerous
“peace” proposals for Armenia/Artsakh. Even as an
ambassador to Armenia, he would not have had such
power.
Richard Hoagland is the wrong man for America. His
appointment should be withdrawn now.
Otherwise, Armenia, Artsakh, and the Diaspora should
rightly declare him persona non grata.
David Boyajian is a freelance journalist. Many of his
articles are archived at http://www.armeniapedia.org/
wiki/David_Boyajian.
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Amalya Akopova: “I Will Be
Permanently Returning To Armenia
Very Soon”
By Karine Avagyan

Every investment made in the Homeland says a lot about
patriotism. It helps create jobs in Armenia, enhances
this or that sector to a certain extent and helps an
investor gain profits as well. One of those investors is
the young and active Amalya Akopova, who amazed
and charmed me with her ideologically very mature
and unique working style, on which my questions were
based.

and attractive travel programs. Our company currently
has five employees. This is a new business and the first
travel agency that has decided to accommodate all
tourists of Armenia in homes, not hotels.

Karine Avagyan: Amalya, where do you live and work?

Karine Avagyan: When did you establish friendly ties
with the RA Ministry of Diaspora?

Amalya Akopova: I live and work in Yerevan and Moscow.
In Yerevan I am the founder of the “Vardanush Tatik”
(Grandmother Vardanush) tour operator and travel
agency. In Moscow I am the editor-in-chief and creative
producer of the First Channel of Moscow. I am a linguist
by profession and specialize in German and English, but
right after I graduated, I started working in television.
Of course, my knowledge of languages has definitely
helped me, especially in the field of tourism.
Karine Avagyan: Amalya, why did you choose the name
“Vardanush Tatik” (Grandmother Vardanush)? Is the
travel agency named after a relative of yours?
Amalya Akopova: I named the company after one of my
grandmothers. Besides, almost all travel agencies in
Yerevan begin with the word “Travel”, and I wanted my
travel agency to differ from the rest.
Karine Avagyan: What is your ultimate goal in the field?
Amalya Akopova: I want to have the trip to Armenia
turn into a celebration for tourists visiting Armenia
from different corners of the globe. My goal is to form
a unique image of tourism in Armenia. I am currently
working in that direction. Even in Russia where people
know the Armenians very well and Armenia is presented
very well, if you stop an average person on the street and
ask him what he knows or thinks about Armenia, he will
tell you things that are 70 percent inaccurate. It is sad,
but most of them think Armenia is a Muslim country.
This means that we Armenians are not presenting
our country the right way. It is our duty to present our
culture to people, and if people don’t know us, it means
we are not presenting Armenia and Armenians well.
One of the ways of doing that is organizing interesting

Karine Avagyan: Amala, do you feel lucky?
Amala Akopova: Yes, for now, thank God!

Amalya Akopova: Since I am a potential repatriate,
that is, if I am already referred to as a repatriate, then
I will be permanently returning to Armenia very soon.
I have met with President of RepatArmenia Vardan
Marashlyan, who motivated me by telling me about all
the positive changes in Armenia. We are carrying out
cultural programs. Through RepatArmenia, we hold
events in the restaurants of repatriates once a month.
We started with Lebanon Restaurant and moved on
to Mandalun. The next restaurant is Nor Gyugh (New
Village) Restaurant where we will be holding an event/
meeting in mid-February. The restaurant belongs to a
young Armenian who repatriated from Moscow 13 years
ago. It is very important for me to support these people
and show them the achievements that other repatriates
have made in the Homeland. Alongside giving master
culinary classes at restaurants, preparing and serving
dishes and appetizers, those repatriates also share
their stories about why and when they settled in the
Homeland and how they adapted to the new conditions.
Guests can ask questions.
Karine Avagyan: Who are your sponsors? Who helps you
financially?
Amalya Akopova: As I already said, I also work in Moscow
so that I can make a contribution to my own business. I
have never asked anyone for help in Armenia. I think it
is normal for anyone who starts his own business and
wants to make an investment in his Homeland.
Karine Avagyan: Thank you, Amalya! We will be waiting
to hear about your successes in your preferred sphere
of activity.
Hayernaysor.am

News from Armenia

“Tashir” Charity
Foundation Will Allocate
US $ 4,000 In Aid The
Families Having The
Fourth Child In Artsakh

The “Tashir” Charity Foundation will allocate US $ 4,000
in aid the families having the fourth child in NagornoKarabakh (Artsakh) in 2016.
As “Artsakhpress” reports, the Prime Minister Arayig
Haroutyunian told the abovementioned in Aknaghbyur
village,Hadrut region.
In several villlages, The Prime Minister congratulated
the families who have children in 2016.
In Hadrout, Arayig Haroutyunian said that on January
20, the “Tashir” Charity Foundation will allocate US
$ 4,000 in aid the families having the fourth child in
Nagorno-Karabakh (Artsakh) in 2016.
The Prime Minister added that Samuel Garabedian’s
program will be valid for 3 years.

Hayastan Fund
Continues to Support
Yerevan’s Tchaikovsky
Music School

With support from its French and Eastern US affiliates,
the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund has donated one
Estonia Grand and nine Petrof pianos to the Tchaikovsky
Music School in Yerevan.
“Piano lessons form the base of our students’ musical
education, no matter which instrument they specialize
in,” said Martun Kostandian, the school’s principal. “The
pianos we’ve received as gifts from our benefactors will
certainly further raise the quality of education at our
school, even though currently we need 25 additional
pianos.”
The Tchaikovsky Music School was completely renovated
and modernized during 2015 and 2016, through the
financial support of the Hayastan All-Armenian Fund’s
Eastern US affiliate. Thanks to the extensive makeover,
the school has been transformed into a world-class
institution providing both general and music education
to around 600 students.
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concert on oud and guitar. The process encouraged the
new ownerof the house, Remi Feghali to renovate it at a
faster pace into a cultural venue and subsequently, the
European Union Ambassador’s residence.
The journey continued beyond Lebanon, culminating in a
‘reunion’ and exhibition in New Yorkin September 2016.

Film screening and exhibition of paintings by Tom Young
Films by Tony El Khoury and Jackson Allers
Haigazian University, Kantari

On January 12th2017, the exhibition opened with film
screenings and speeches by Reverend Paul Haidostian
and Tom Young. In the audience were Minister of
Tourism
AvedisGuidanian,Minister
of
Women’s
Affairs Jean Oghasabian, the Armenian Ambassador
SamvelMkrtchian and the British Ambassador Hugo
Shorter. Also present were the film makers Tony El
Khoury and Jackson Allers. The audience enjoyed the
screenings, which told the story of how the paintings
were made. They also received copies of a book
designed by Noor Haydar about the exhibition.

On New Year’s Day 2013, British artist Tom Young came
across a disused mansion in Gemmayzeh, Beirut. Inside,
he found the personal belongings of the Baloumian
family- Armenians who had fled their home in haste
at the beginning of the Lebanese Civil War in 1976. As
Young began to use the objects as inspiration for his
paintings, he discovered a moving story of survival
from the Armenian Genocide, and eventual success in
Beirut. He contacted the family, who had since settled
in Baltimore and New York, to get their blessing for the
project.
In May 2013, Young staged the exhibition ‘Carousel’ in
the mansion which became known as ‘Villa Paradiso’.
During the event, Raffi Wartanian, the great grandson
of Genocide survivor MardirosBaloumian performed a

The trilogy of short films- ‘Carousel’, ‘The Beat Goes On’
and ‘Full Circle’ follows the story as it unfolded uniting
families and their memories across continents. Despite
the family’s traumatic departure from Beirut, and the
subsequent dereliction of their home for 35 years after
they left, this is a heartwarming tale of transformation,
where memories are brought to life and a beautiful old
house has been saved.

Cem Ozdemir to Deliver Keynote Addresses at Hrant
Dink Commemorations in Canada:
Events in Toronto and Montreal to Commemorate 10th Anniversary of Dink’s Assassination
The co-leader of Germany’s Green Party Cem Ozdemir—a
German Member of Parliament of Turkish origin and one of
the initiators of the Armenian Genocide resolution that was
approved by Germany’s Parliament (Bundestag) on June 2,
2016—will be the keynote speaker at events in Toronto and
Montreal, commemorating the 10th anniversary of TurkishArmenian editor, journalist and columnist Hrant Dink’s
assassination.
Several community organizations in Toronto have come
together for the past 10 years to remember the former editorin-chief of the bilingual Turkish-Armenian newspaper Agos
and to honor his legacy.
Speaking to the Armenian Weekly, chair of the organizing
committee Raffi Bedrosyan said that the commemorations
are not merely a remembrance, but rather a way for
the community to continue Dink’s pursuit for justice.
“Remembering Hrant Dink on the anniversary of his
assassination is not simply commemorating a slain Armenian
journalist. By remembering, we continue his journey toward
reconciliation and justice regarding the Armenian Genocide.
We also help realize his vision of dialogue between Armenian
and Turkish people—a dialogue that is based on truth and a
common body of knowledge,” Bedrosian said.
Many influential figures have attended commemorations
in Toronto honoring Dink over the years, including TurkishGerman scholar Taner Akcam; lawyer, writer, and human
rights activist Fethiye Cetin; and prominent Turkish journalist
and writer Hasan Cemal. “These people share Hrant’s vision
and break all taboos in Turkey. They stand against the denial
of the truth about the Armenian Genocide,” Bedrosian
explained.
Dink was assassinated outside of his Istanbul office on Jan.
19, 2007. He had written and spoken about the Armenian
Genocide extensively, and was well known for his efforts
for reconciliation between Turks and Armenians, as well as
advocating for human and minority rights in Turkey. At the

time of his murder, Dink was under prosecution for violating
Article 301 of the Turkish Penal Code and “denigrating
Turkishness.” His assassination sparked huge national
protests and outrage both in Turkey and internationally.
This year’s keynote Cem Ozdemir was a leading force behind
the German Parliament’s June 2016 resolution recognizing
the Armenian Genocide and acknowledging German
responsibility in not preventing the genocide committed by
Ottoman Turkey—Germany’s WWI ally. Born in Bad Urach,
West Germany, Ozdemir is ethnically Turkish—his family
emigrated from Turkey to Germany as “guest workers.”
Ozdemir delivered a passionate speech in the Bundestag
prior to the Armenian Genocide vote, during which he directly
addressed the Armenian guests attending the Bundestag’s
session: “Just because we were complicit in this horrible
crime in the past does not mean that we are going to side with
the deniers today.” During that speech, Ozdemir also quoted
his good friend Hrant Dink: “If Armenians lived in Van today,
that city would be the Paris of the Orient.”
“Despite all the risks and consequences, Ozdemir and
his parliamentarian colleagues defended and passed the
resolution. He was Hrant’s good friend,” Bedrosian explained.
Before introducing Ozdemir to audiences, Bedrosian will
present Wolfgang Gust’s book Armenian Genocide: Evidence
from German Archives. “He and his German parliamentarian
colleagues were greatly influenced by the German historian’s
book, which was financed by the Zorian Institute of Toronto,”
Bedrosian said.
The Zorian Institute partnered with Gust to collect, translate,
and restore thousands of historical documents from the
German Foreign Office Archives that reveal details about
Ottoman policy during the Armenian Genocide. Zorian also
assisted in the translation, editing, and publishing of the
book in English, Turkish, and German. A representative of
the Zorian Institute will contextualize the historical meaning
of Hrant Dink’s murder during the commemoration event in

Toronto.
In his keynote addresses, Ozdemir will explain Hrant’s role
in his decision to get involved in the Armenian Genocide
resolution, and his journey as one of the most prominent
human rights advocates in Europe.
“These commemorations and—more critically—the German
Armenian Genocide recognition resolution, demonstrate that
the genocide issue is not a historical issue of the past; not
just something that happened a hundred years ago. It is,
indeed, a current issue, deeply affecting relations between
different peoples and different states, sometimes with
serious consequences,” Bedrosian said.
The commemoration events will take place in Montreal on
Jan. 21, at 8 p.m. at the Montreal Armenian Community
Center, Homenetmen “Gamk” Hall, and in Toronto on Jan. 22,
at 3 p.m. at the Armenian Community Center of Toronto.
The events are organized by the Bolsahay Cultural Association,
the Hamazkayin Cultrual and Educational Society, the
Armenian General Benevolent Union (AGBU), the Nor Serount
Cultural Association, the Armenian Association of Toronto,
the Canada-Armenia Business Council, the Tekeyan Cultural
Association, and the Mekhitarian Alumni Association.
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Genocide 100 + 2

Nuncio Who Tried to Stop Armenian
American Armenian Genocide – a Book to be Published
Based on Vatican’s Confidential Archives
Rose Float
Wins 2017 ‘Past
President’s Trophy’
Los Angeles - USA

The American Armenian Rose Float Association, Inc.
(AARFA) presented “Field of Dreams,” the 2017 float
which was the winner of the “Past President’s Trophy”
for the most creative design and use of floral and
nonfloral elements. “Field of Dreams” depicts this
year’s 128th Tournament of Roses Parade, themed
Echoes of Success, is comprised of about 18,000
plus white and red roses and other flowers, placed on
the artistic rendering of Mount Ararat with thousands
of other non-floral elements such as pomegranates,
artichokes, nuts, lentils and more that covered the
Artsakh Stallion. This is the third year that the American
Armenian Rose Float Association, Inc. presents a float in
the Tournament of Roses, which takes place annually in
Pasadena, California.
In continuation with now a yearly tradition and to honor
the role of the American Armenian community in the
United States, the AARFA unveils a float to represent
the strength, beauty and symbols of the Armenian
community to the world. The three children upon the
Artsakh stallion represent the echoes of success of the
American Armenian community in science, literature
and music.
A few of the float riders included Houry Gebeshian,
gymnast; Michael Aram, artist; Claudette Stefanian, TV
news Personality; Sarkis Mazmanian, Caltech Medical
Microbiologist; Ralph Winter, Producer of Armenian
Genocide movie The Promise.

Valentina Karakhanian who is one of two researchers
from the Vatican Secret Archives has gathered a
chronological account of how the apostolic delegate
of the then Pope Benedict XV gradually became aware
of the tragedy that was being perpetrated and tried
to stop it. “Armenpress” reports the researcher told
Rome Reports that one of the key actors of the pending
book is the Pope’s representative, Cardinal Angelo
Maria Dolci who during the years of the Armenian
Genocide tried to mobilize the diplomatic corps in
Constantinople, denounce what happened and reach
the Sultan, without much success.

Turkish Society’s Involvement In
Armenian Genocide Recognition To Be
Discussed In French Senate
The France-Armenia Friendship Group of the
French Senate will organize a conference entitled
“Involvement of the Turkish Society in the Recognition
of the Armenian Genocide” along with Turkish figures.
As reported Nouvelles d’Armenie, among the
participants of the conference will be well-known
political scientist and columnist Chengiz Aktar,
advocate Ayshe Gyunaysu, economist Ahmet Ansel and
Turkish-Armenian MP Garo Paylan.
The conference will be held on January 20, 2017.

Armenian Church Turned Into Parking
Lot In Turkey

AARFA is able to create and present this float only with
the help of the community. The cost to manufacture and
create the float is approximately $250,000, and with
all of the events and donations we conducted in 2016,
we remain with a balance of a little over $50,000 to
be paid by the end of the month. AARFA is a nonprofit
organization for the sole purpose of presenting
to the world the American Armenian community’s
achievements. Please help us complete this tradition
annually and donate today at AARFA.org.
For more details about “Field of Dreams” and the 2017
Riders, please see our prior press releases at AARFA.
org.

“We have tried to organize the documents so that they
themselves account for the massacre of Armenians.
The protagonists include Armenians, bishops,
nuncios, and ambassadors who lived or witnessed
the first genocide of the 20th century”, says Valentina
Karakhanian. She notes that The Vatican did its best
because the Nuncio went to meet with people who
were outside the diplomatic sphere. “The apostolic
delegate had no right to go to those offices. But he
went and showed the delegation’s private documents,
because to get to the Sultan it was necessary to
show the pope’s signature. He met with ministers,
with the Grand Vizier, and with the Sultan. He spoke
on behalf of the pope and the Holy See, because he
was certain that Pope Benedict XV wanted to help and
save these people”, she mentioned. The documents
of Vatican’s confidential archives provide materials
on how Christians expelled from their homes were
exterminated. “In some regions they have been
massacred, others deported to unknown places, left
to die along the way. There are mothers who have even
sold their own children to save them from death”, says
Valentina Karakhanian. She noted that the apostolic
delegate understood that the persecution was not
specifically against the Armenians, but against the
Christians in general living in that territory.

A dilapidated Armenian church, located in the modernday Turkish city of Elyazig (historically Kharberd), has
turned into a parking lot.

One can see billboards posted by the owners on the
walls of the Armenian Protestant church that served as
a prayer house for Armenians and Assyrians for nearly
200 years, writes ermenihaber.am.
According to Evrensel news portal, earlier, the church
(under the liability of the Department for Protection of
Cultural Monuments of Diyarbakir) used to serve as a
flour factory and trade center.
In an interview, one of the locals stated that this wasn’t
the first time that a Christian monument has been
transformed. “This historic church is the only heritage
that reminds us of the times when our ancestors lived
with their non-Muslim neighbors. Today that heritage is
at risk of eradication,” the local said.
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Hovannisian’s Van And Bitlis-Mush Stepanakert Gallery Welcomes
Volumes-Published In Turkish
2,000 Visitors Annually
A total of 2,000 visitors
attended the Stepanakert
City Gallery in the Nagorno
Karabakh Republic in
2016 which is comparable
with the attendance volumes
of the previous years.
Director of Stepanakert
Gallery Yelena Dadayan
told Artsakhpress. The
main visitors of the
Gallery are both the locals
and visitors from Armenia
as well as foreign tourists.
Two volumes, Armenian Van and Armenian Bitlis & Mush, have been released in
Turkish translation by Aras Publishers in Istanbul. Both volumes, edited by Richard G.
Hovannisian, are from the UCLA international conference series “Historic Armenian
Cities and Provinces,” begun by Professor Hovannisian in 1997. The first conference
focused on Armenian Van/Vaspurakan (first published in English by Mazda Publishers
in 2000), followed in 1998 by the second conference on Armenian Baghesh/Bitlis and
Taron/Mush (published in 2001). Aras Publishers plans to translate into Turkish all
fourteen volumes in the UCLA series, the most recent of which was released in 2016
by Mazda Publishers under the title, Armenian Communities of the Northeastern
Mediterranean: Musa Dagh—Dört-Yol—Kessab.
Contributors to the Van and Bitlis-Mush volumes discuss the political geography and
dynastic history and culture of the two regions from antiquity to the twentieth century,
their art and architecture, classical historians and colophons, interactions with foreign
powers, tribulations under Ottoman rule, role in Armenian liberation movements, fate
during the Armenian Genocide and self-defense in World War I, and their presence in
modern literature.
The two volumes were released to the public in Istanbul on November 9-10, 2016,
during an international conference on Van sponsored by the Hrant Dink Foundation.
During his keynote address, Professor Hovannisian reflected on growing up in the San
Joaquin Valley of California among the immigrants and survivors from Van, Bitlis, and
Mush. He then assessed the multifaceted information and insights gained from the
70 oral history interviews that he and his students at UCLA conducted with natives of
the city and numerous villages of the province of Van.
Aras Publishers is currently translating the third volume in the UCLA series, Armenian
Tsopk/Kharpert.

Hovannisian on the Road

Professor Hovannisian continued his active schedule in the fall of 2016. Arriving
from Istanbul to Boston on November 12, he was honored, along with Professor Nina
Garsoian, for his contributions as a pioneer of Armenian studies in the United States
at the 60th anniversary gala of the National Association for the Advancement of
Armenian Studies (NAASR). On November 19, he spoke at the Kessab Educational
Association’s annual “Perpoor” night hosted by Dr. & Mrs. George Apelian in Thousand
Oaks.
With daughter Ani Hovannisian Kevorkian, he was in Stockholm, Sweden on November
26-27 at the invitation of the Federation of Armenian Associations to present his
most recent volume on the Northeastern Mediterranean communities, with short film
segments by Ani. They then traveled to Oslo for an evening with the small but active
Armenian Cultural Association of Norway. On December 8, Hovannisian spoke in
Chicago under the auspices of the AGBU, Armenian Bar Association, and Armenian
International Women’s Association.
Presentations continue in early 2017 with lectures at Abril Bookstore in Glendale, in
cooperation with the Chork-Marzban (Dort-Yol) Compatriotic Union on January 26,
Fresno State University on January 27, South Florida University and Sourp Hagop
Church in Tampa, February 13-15, several presentations in Beirut and Cairo, February
23-March 4, and the Armenian Institute in London on March 18.
Richard Hovannisian is Past Holder of the AEF Chair in Modern Armenian History
at UCLA and currently an Adjunct Professor of History at the University of Southern
California, working with the Shoah Foundation to ensure the proper transcription,
translation and incorporation of the Armenian Genocide survivor interviews of the
Armenian Film Foundation into the Shoah archives. He also serves as President’s
Fellow at Chapman University in Orange, California, to participate in Armenian-related
teaching and programs under the auspices of the Rodgers Center for Holocaust
Education.

Dadayan informed that around 20-25 exhibitions are annually organized in the
Gallery that also has its own fund comprising the works of local and foreign artists
and sculptors.
The last exhibition opened at the Gallery took place on December 29 on the occasion
of the New Year and the Christmas. The exhibition featured 50 artworks of the artists
from Armenia.
The Stepanakert City Gallery was founded in 1982.

Armenian-Iranian Modern Art
Exhibition Opened in Tehran

The Armenian-Iranian exhibition of modern art entitled “Meeting” (Didar) was opened
on January 6 in Tehran, Iran. The exhibition, organized in collaboration with the “Artak
Manukyan” museum, is aimed at presenting the impact of Armenian artists on Iranian
modern art, reports Armenpress.am.
Armenian art and culture has had big impact on Iranian culture and arts. The exhibition
includes the works of artists of various fields, such as Lilit Derian, Edman Ayvazian,
Karnig Der-Hagopian and Simon Ayvazian.
The exhibition stayed open until January 11 in Tehran’s “Mariam” gallery.
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“Armenia, My Love” in
Oscars race and now
available on Amazon Prime

“Armenia, My Love” is
in the race for the 2017
Oscars Awards and gets
release on Amazon Prime,
where users can watch it
for no extra charge, the
Broadway World reports.
Silvia
Leonetti,
the
composer, is in the
competition for ‘Best
Score’ against 144 other
films. The short list for the
actors include Diana Angelson, Shake Tukhmanian and Maria Georoiu for female
actors, as well as Arman Nshanian, Nazo Bravo and Anatol Rezmeritza for male actors.
The Director, Diana Angelson, who also stars in the film as a pregnant mother,
centers her script on a young boy who escapes the Genocide, makes it to the United
States and becomes a successful Armenian-American painter. His works depict his
childhood, family and struggles back in his native country.
“While ‘Armenia, My Love’ does expose the harsh realities faced by the entire
Armenian people who were violently ripped from their homeland, it is ‘Armenia, My
Love’s’ strong messages of hope, love, faith, perseverance and strength that I wanted
to prevail,” Angelson said in a statement.
Earlier this year Pope Francis has met and blessed the Director and received a copy
of the DVD or Armenia My Love.

In 2017, Nune Sargsyan will be carrying out charity projects and visiting Armenian
schools of the Diaspora to meet with Armenian schoolchildren and present her works
to Armenian children with great pleasure.
The RA Ministry of Diaspora will be supporting and assisting Armen and Nune
Sargsyan to carry out their charity project in 2017. From now on, with their quality and
great content, the thousands of fairy tales devoted to children will be available for
Armenian children around the world in order to fill their hearts and souls with warmth.
Expressing gratitude to Mr. and Mrs. Sargsyan for their dedicated activities, we wish
them more successes and achievements as they carry out activities for Armenian
children, their healthy childhood, Armenians and Armenia…
RA Ministry of Diaspora

Yerevan Is One Of National
Geographic’s 6 Unexpected
Cities For The Food Lover

The reputable National
Geographic has released the
list of 6 unexpected cities
for the food lover, including
Yerevan.
NT-s journalist Nancy Gapton
visited several well-known
cafes and restaurants in
central Yerevan (names
are not specified to avoid
advertising-Tert.am) where
she tasted various types
of foods and specifically
focused on the traditional
dolma and, of course, khorovots (Armenian barbecue).
Let us mention that Gapton especially liked the Cascade with its several hospitable cafes.
Besides Yerevan, the other five cities are Budapest, Detroit, Santiago, Dakar and Wellington.

Children’s Writer Nune Sargsyan
Has Fairy Tales Written In English
And Even In Karabakh’s Dialect Dicaprio Donates To COAF For
Construction Of Unique SMART
Center In Armenia’s Lori
London-based Armenian
children’s writer Nune
Sargsyan
has
been
known to Armenians and
foreigners for a long time.
Her fairy tales have been
featured in children’s
books of the Soviet era
since her years of study.
Later, the main characters
of her fairy tales became the beloved characters of children in Armenia, Russia and
Ukraine. Today, Nune Sargsyan’s fairy tales are also available in England, conveying
love and warmth to children and putting smiles on their faces.
Since Sargsyan understands the psychology, delicate and vulnerable world and
the interests of children, she manages to speak to them in their language and as
purely and innocently as they are and creates characters that give lessons to not only
children, but also adults.
The beloved children’s writer is able to portray a unique world of colors where dreams
and reality are one and where good always wins over evil, and this is what every child
sincerely desires.
Nune Sargsyan instills in children loyalty to moral values, strength and the finesse to
preserve those values.
With her books, the author expresses her infinite love for children, and in this sense,
it is not by chance that her stories, which “preach” justice, sincerity and kindness,
are written in Eastern Armenian and Western Armenian, English and Russian and in
dialects and are given to children as gifts.
Editor in Chief
Administrative Director

zartonkadl@gmail.com

Sevag Hagopian
Ardem Bulbulian

The $65 thousand donated by
Oscarwinning actor Leonardo Di
Caprio during the annual sum raising
evening of the “Children of Armenia”
Fund (COAF) will be directed at the
construction of a unique SMART
Center in Lori Province of Armenia.
Marketing coordinator of the Fund
Hasmik Sargsyan told “Armenpress”
that the center will be an educational
hub where people will have an
opportunity to receive non-formal,
extracurricular and vocational training and be able to practice the new knowledge in
their communities and foster its development.
“The opening of the center will take place in autumn, 2017. It will be available for
25-30 communities surrounding it”, she said, adding that the entire proceeds,
$3.1 million, raised during the sum-raising evening in New York in December will be
directed at the implementation of COAF’s projects. “DiCaprio’s donation which comes
as a result of an auction, when he purchased a painting, will also serve the same goal.
We will try to develop and ensure the continuity of our projects being implemented in
different provinces”, Hasmik Sargsyan added.
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